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KNX Multi-Touch Pro MEG6215-5910

Merten
MEG6215-5910
4042811198961 EAN/GTIN

215,05 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

KNX Multi-Touch Pro MEG6215-5910 KNX bus system, other bus systems without, flush-mounted installation, number of actuation points 32, with display, manual setpoint
adjustment, presence button, temperature controller, central functional unit for transmitters/actuators, other material, other material quality, untreated surface, version The
surface does not apply, Color other, Degree of protection (IP) IP20, With bus coupling, Min. depth of the device box 40mm, For system design. Convenient room controller with
which up to 32 room functions and the room temperature can be controlled. All functions are displayed on a touch-sensitive screen and accessed with simple finger
movements. The user chooses between 3 surface designs that can be freely assigned to the room functions. The room temperature control can be presented in 2 different
designs. With room temperature controller, display and connection for the remote sensor. The room temperature controller can be used for heating and cooling with
continuously adjustable KNX valve drives or for controlling switching actuators and heating actuatorsxx ETS device functions: -Switch-on behavior of the user interface.
Proximity function: The display and the start screen only become visible when you get close. Gesture function: The device recognizes a gesture (horizontal or vertical swipe
movement) and triggers a function. So when entering the room z. B. turn on the light. Cleaning mode: No touches or gestures are recognized for a certain period of time. Adjust
backlight. Set screen saver. With integrated bus coupler. The bus connection is made via a bus connection terminal. KNX software functions: Control unit/button: switching,
toggling, dimming (one/two-surface), blinds (one/two-surface), edges trigger 1 2 4- or 8-bit telegrams, edges with 2-byte telegrams, 8 -Bit slider, scene recall, scene storage,
message function, fan control, operating modes, setpoint shift. Room temperature controller functions: Controller type: 2-point control, constant PI control, switching PI control
(PWM). Output: Continuous in the range 0-100% or switching ON/OFF. Controller mode: -Heating with one controller output. Cooling with a controller output. Heating and
cooling with separate controller outputs. 2-stage heating with 2 controller outputs. 2-stage cooling with 2 controller outputs. 2-stage heating and cooling with 4 controller
outputs. Operating modes: comfort, comfort extension, standby (ECO), night reduction, frost/heat protection. Shifting of all setpoints. Saving of all setpoint temperatures and
operating modes on reset. External temperature monitoring. Additional output of the...
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